SESSION 1

LLS 1000 - 850
Latin America: An Introduction
Dr. Ashlee Dauphinais
Totally internet mediated
(May 22 - June 30)

ENGL 4240/8246 - 850
Teaching Latino Literature
Dr. Ramon Guerra
Totally internet mediated
(May 22 - June 30)

SESSION 2

SOC 3900 - 850
Race & Ethnicity
Dr. Thomas Sanchez
Totally internet mediated
(July 3 - August 11)

SESSION 5

SOC 2800 - 850
Major Social Issues
Immigration, Gender & Employment
Elisha Novak, MA
Totally internet mediated
(May 22 - August 11)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT:
Yuriko Doku, OLLAS Assistant
Director • ydoku@unomaha.edu
(402) 554-3835 • ASH102